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The writer’s biography illustrates his ideas very clearly. ‘Illustrates’ means……. .

rejects explains changes prevents

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

English is the most versatile language of the world. It has …… uses.

no few fewer many

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There was a rewarding film on television last week. ‘Rewarding’ means….. .

boring unpleasant satisfying dissatisfying

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher explained the political importance as well as the economic importance of the

situation to the students. ‘As well as’ means……. .

but better and although

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My son told me about his first……of the new teacher.

impress impressive impressively impression

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My friend’s…….problems got her into trouble.

specific specify specifies specifically

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We have to read and understand any material that has been touched on by the tutor. ‘That’ refers

to……. .

we understand the tutor any material

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is very difficult to…….every customer in this large supermarket.

pleasure please pleasurable pleasurably

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The old man predicted a rainy day, but it was a sunny one. ‘Predicted’ means…… .

started forgot forecasted frustrated

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In fact, the meaning of a word is determined by a set of circumstances that surround it. ‘It’ refers

to…… .

a word a set fact circumstance

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Fred, this young gentleman, is the…….husband for Elizabeth.

ideal ideally idealize idealizes

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should always forget these small mistakes.

These small mistakes should always…..forgotten by you.

are be been to be

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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If you have to skip a word because it is unfamiliar to you, make sure that the meaning of the

message does not hang on it. ‘Hang on’ means……. .

careless of irrelevant to depend on indepndent of

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The shortened form of a word or phrase used to represent the whole is called…….. .

abbreviation intention expansion addition

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Dictionary definitions usually state only the precise, or denotative meanings of words. But words

also have……., or connotative, meanings.

exact same correct implied

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This girl has a……personality. Her personality is neither negative nor positive.

natural neutral mature meaningful

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence “This definition fits the sentence that you are reading”, ‘that you are reading’ is a

(n)……. .

adverb clause adjective clause idiom proverb

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Most of the courses in this university are compulsory, but some courses are……., you are allowed

to choose them .

forceful involuntary compulsory optional

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This journal is out-of-date. Please give me an…….one.

up-to-date on-to-date over-to- date under-to-date

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The short line in the word “match-box” which is usually used to join two simple words together is

called……. .

dash slash hyphen point

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A…..is a word from which other words are formed.

suffix prefix root letter

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The use of word elements is an excellent way to…....your vocabulary.

increase decrease reduce decline

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She could easily pass the test thanks to her hard activities. ‘Thanks to’ means……. .

despite instead of because of in spite of

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The state or quality of being better, more skillful, more powerful than others is called……. .

frustration superiority inferiority infertility

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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If we were to look up a new word, we……some definitions for it.

find would find will find would have find

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Your work is adequet but I'm sure you could do it better."adequet" means ...........

specific different desirable sufficient

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All entries in dictionaries are arranged…….or according to their spelling.

basically biologically psychologically alphabetically

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In one of the following words, ‘-er’ means “a person or thing that”. Find it.

employer shorter clever never

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He recalled that his primary school was located on a narrow street. ‘Recalled’ means….. .

forgot forgave remembered rejected

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Parents play a crucial role in preparing their children for school. ‘Crucial’ means……. .

cheap vital unimportant insignificant

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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